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WHAT WI PSC COMMISSIONERS GOT DEAD WRONG re CARDINAL HICKORY CREEK 

ECONOMICS
The	Cardinal	Hickory	Creek	(CHC)	transmission	line	does	not	meet	absolute,	minimum	economic	standards	of	
Wisconsin	law	§	196.49(3)(d)3t	and	regional	uKlity	(MISO)	criteria.		Economic	and	engineering	staff	serving	
under	the	PSC	Wisconsin	Commissioners	concluded	that	CHC	would	not	pay	for	itself,	as	required,	but	rather	
add	to	electric	bills	in	8	of	11	future	scenarios	they	examined.		The	underlying	economic	planning	for	CHC	
designed	by	transmission	builders,	with	support	of	PSC	Commissioner	Huebsch,	was	found	to	impose		$200-
$282	billion	in	new	power	plants	costs,	assume	steadily	increase	in	electricity	use	for	the	next	40	years 	and	it	
severely	limits	electric	customer	access	to	savings	&	CO2	reducKons	from	energy	efficiency	and	home	solar.

With	these	costs	Commissioners	failed	to	menKon	factored	in,	the	impact	per	household	is	about	$20	per	
month,	on	average,		the	equivalent	of	an	instantaneous,	$20	per	month	hike	from	2023-2063.

CO2	EMISSIONS	
PSC	Commissioner	Valcq	grossly	mis-stated	when	she	described	CHC	as	the	“cornerstone,”	for	Wisconsin	to	
reach	zero	carbon	emissions	by	2050.		When	actual,	transmission	builders’CO2	reducKons,	36	metric	tons	
over	40	years,	are	adjusted	for	the	assumed	increase	in	electricity	use,		state	C02	emissions	would	increase 	
over	5me.	The	below	table	shows	CO2	emissions	in	2050	from	data	in	the	case	including	alternaKves	
presented		by	SOUL	of	Wisconsin’s	Non-Transmission	AlternaKve	(NTA)	engineer,	Bill	Powers:			



IMPROVEMENTS	TO	EXISTING	TRANSMISSION	LINES	ARE	SUPERIOR
Disturbingly	and	without	explanaKon,	the	PSC	Commissioners	swept	past	findings	of	PSC	staff	Engineers	and	
their	profound	implicaKons		on	all	Wisconsin	energy	planning.		PSC	Staff	discovered	the	CHC	applicaKon	hid	
long-overdue	improvements	for	two,	70	year	old,	transmission	lines	at	the	Mississippi	River	crossing.	The	
hiding	prevented		the	public	from	considering	a	much	lower	cost	alternaKve	without	environmental	impacts.

Staff	found	that	making	the	improvement	without	CHC	would	double	power	carrying	capabiliKes	for	only	
$900,000	and	so	developed	a	full	alterna5ve	to	CHC	called	the	Base	With	Asset	Renewal	AlternaKve	(BWARA).	
It	is	excepKonally	superior	to	CHC	by	all	measures.	It	costs	1/360th	as	much	as	CHC,	it	matches	the	reliability	
performance	of	CHC,	it	comfortably	meets	state	economic	requirements	it	encourages	wide	implementaKon	
of	Non-Transmission	AlternaKves	which	would	save	ratepayer	billions	while	maximizing	CO2	reducKons.	

WHAT PUBLIC INTERVENORS GOT 100% RIGHT:  
Energy Efficiency and Non-Transmission Alternatives do Serve Public Interests:

Commissioners’	reasoning	also	ignored	the	findings	of	45	
ciKzen,	government	and	organizaKonal	intervenors	and	
twelve	naKonal	experts	who	detailed	the	maximized	
savings	and	CO2	reducKons	of	efficiency	and	other	Non-
Transmission	AlternaKves.		The	U.S.	Dept.	of	Energy	
analyzed	CO2	emission	reducKons	since	2005.	They	
determined	that	50%	of	the	CO2	emissions	reducKons	
came	from		energy	efficiency	and	other	Non-Transmission	
AlternaKves.	Despite	electric	customers	spending	
hundreds	of	billions	more	on	new	gas	power	plants	and	
far	away	renewable	energy,		these	uKlity-profiKng	dollars	
performed	no	beLer	than	direct	acKons	by	customers.



In-Progress Primer of PSCW Commissioner Mistakes in 
Approving the Cardinal Hickory Creek Transmission Line.

Note: There may be an updated version at
 http://bit.ly/Commissioners_Mistakes

On August 20, 2019,  the decision-making heads of the Wisconsin Public Service 
Commission (PSC)1 met to discuss and vote upon a proposed, high-profile, 345 kV expansion 
transmission line spanning from substations on the outskirts of Madison, Wisconsin and Dubuque, 
Iowa.  Taking its name from these substations, Cardinal-Hickory Creek (CHC), was formalized nine 
years ago in a study funded by for-profit utility interests of Midwest ISO or “MISO.2”  

Very unlike energy planning used most states3 which always compares benefits and costs 
from efficiency improvements to reduce use when considering generation and transmission 
additions, the growth presumption of MISO “planning,” appears right in is name, MISO Transmission 
Expansion Planning (MTEP). While energy use in the Midwest has been flat or dropping for 10 
years,  MTEP planning still begins by speculating hundred of billions in new power plants that 
customers would pay for. Then it freezes out spending options to reduce electricity use and develop 
end user generation such as rooftop solar (more below).   

To help sell this spending exercise as energy planning, MISO adopted Guiding Principles 
while introducing to the world what would become Cardinal Hickory-Creek (CHC)  among 17 other 
expansion lines to the world in 20114.  Here are the three, guiding principles that MISO stipulated in 
2011 for CHC to be measured by:

MISO’S THREE, PRINCIPLE-LESS GUIDES 

Economics.  The Midwest regional transmission system is a spider web like 
network of larger (high voltage) and smaller (low voltage) transmission lines. MISO 
principle requires transmission additions to the system like CHC to, minimally pay for 
their own construction and operation costs over the course of 40 years by creating 
energy cost savings.  These savings arise from adding a small amount of efficiency to 
the entire system to meet demand, not just the area where a line is located.  Demand 
in Wisconsin has been trending downward since 20075.

Due to the large number of high-capacity transmission lines added in recent years6, 
the amount of grid in-efficiency remaining to improve is quite small. The value of 
potential energy cost savings in now on the order of pennies per month per residential 
customer over the 40 years required to collect sufficient funds7.  

Customers should be highly skeptical of any investment that might only pay for itself 
over 40 years, but essentially. MISO had no choice but to require the absolute 
minimum of a 1:1 benefit for CHC. Utilities gamble that no one will read deep enough 
into their  principles to uncover this fact.8 Energy efficiency, for example, has given 
ratepayers well documented 3:1 returns for over 20 years.  

MISO’s MTEP economic forecasting is then adopted by transmission builders because 
it simulates advantageous growth under energy future scenarios to beef up future 
energy use estimates and show potential increases of the 1:1 ratio.  As further 
explained below, PSC staff found that CHC does meet MISO or Wisconsin minimal 
requirements in 8 of the 11 future scenarios they tested.  

http://bit.ly/Commissioners_Mistakes


Reliability.   In principle, MISO requires big projects like CHC to also improve 
system reliability, but “keeping the lights on” comes from avoiding disturbances to 
smaller distribution lines. It is rare for power outages to be caused by transmission line 
failure because they are more robust in structure and are closely monitored by 
transmission operators/owners.  Now, with flat use and many existing lines are coming 
due for updating, adding a new, big transmission line to improve reliability tends to be 
very cost ineffective.  This is what the Wisconsin Public Service Commission 
engineering staff determined for CHC.  They found that just rebuilding, three older low 
lines that transmission builders proposed should be rebuilt at the same time as CHC 
would  realize the same reliability improvements at a tiny fraction of the cost and 
environmental costs.  

Nothing is 100% reliable, even transmission lines. When tragedy strikes, reliability 
comes from redundancy in parallel transmission lines and from multiple power plants 
as defined by North American Electric Reliability Corporation, not MISO. MISO refused 
to update planning to define one, unmet, existing NERC requirement that CHC could 
address. 

  
Environmental improvements are the vaguest of all MISO principles. In 2010, 
MISO could argue new lines could help states meet its renewable portfolio standards 
(RPS), but those have been met.  

If MISO’s utility interests were serious about the environment the organization could 
have established a very simple principle: new lines that expand the system must 
create net CO2 emission reductions over time. Tragically, while MISO’s 40 year 
planning projects net increases in CO2, the public desire for reduction is so strong 
suggestive phrasing like CHC would, “increase access,” and, “create new pathways” is 
interpreted as accountable.  Actual CO2 impacts are described below.

PSCW COMMISSIONERS FAIL ECONOMICS

The open meeting called by Wisconsin Commissioners at the Madison, Wisconsin 
headquarters on August 20, 2019  to, “discuss points on the decision matrix,” packed the main 
hearing room and overflow rooms with video screens.  As Commissioners, supposedly, had not 
talked with other or debated the issue before this meeting, people came from all corners of the state 
to witness, first hand, Commissioners discussing not only CHC, but their Commissioners’ visions for 
Wisconsin’s energy future through rigorously comparing utility-funded planning and public proposed 
alternative planning as required by state statute under contested case hearing process9.  

When Commissioners immediately rushed to announce their final votes, (3-0 in favor of 
CHC), the wind was knocked out of every person in the room, including PSC staff.  Not only did 
commissioners limit their explanations to a handful of crafted phrases, it became abundantly clear 
they had prepared strategy to not reference or give any credence to any proposals or facts that 
could be used against their decision during appeal.  

Instead of taking societal advantage of four years of substantive public discussion resulting in 
record numbers of public intervenors, public comments, hearing testimony and lower cost 
alternatives to consider, the meeting was a flop, by design. Worse, at ratepayer cost of $28.3 million 
for utilities and intervenors to make their cases, this one meeting provided the entirety all public, 
PSC discussion around CHC and our energy future as Commissioners turned, brutally, to fend off 
appeal using joint resources with utilities.  



Before diving more deeply into the ramifications, it behooves every concerned citizen in the 
Midwest,  from fixed income retirees to climate change activists, to understand the phraseologies 
commissioners used to  bypass fact and confuse the press and the public. The tricky phrasing floats 
on top a deeper wrongs committed   by Wisconsin lawmakers starting in 1998  that encourage and 
reward Commissioners for simply not caring about ratepayers or conduct of energy planning. 

Out of the gate, Wisconsin PSC Commissioner Mike Huebsch described CHC as a bargain 
because Wisconsin  ratepayers would pay, “only 15% of the cost.” adding that CHC’s, “economic 
benefits outweigh the costs.” Commissioner Ellen Nowak later echoed his second point.  Taking 
these phrases in order:

! There are very profound economic downsides to the 85%  price cut bargain through 
MISO’s regional “cost-sharing” mechanism which more accurately called, regional cost 
burdening.10    The very high costs for regionally defined expansion lines heaped on 
Wisconsin ratepayers, mostly of them built in other states, have averaged $428 million per 
year since 2005 with noticeable leap in 2011.11  With insight that persists today, MISO 
regional cost-burdening was immediately challenged in the courts by attorney generals of 
Illinois and Michigan as ploy to hide ratepayer costs for the largest ever transmission 
buildout within an invisible, steady stream of increments over 40 years.  The court, like 
Wisconsin Commisioners, did not stop to consider whether MISO provided ratepayers 
accountability for their billions.  On whim, Judge Posner took MISO’s remote wind power 
bait whole, "The best guess is that it [electricity market demand for wind power] will grow 
fast and confer substantial benefits on the region served by MISO by replacing more 
expensive local wind power, and power plants that burn oil or coal, with western wind 
power." In surmising, ‘replacement’ Posner joined 99.99999% of the public with no clue of 
how the electricity market works but supercharged it nonetheless. 

! Time has proven the Attorney generals dead right. Regionally-burdened transmission 
spending has clipped along at $2.2 billion per year, or $420 million per year on averaged 
for all Wisconsin ratepayers cloaked under 40 year, high-interest debt.12  From 2008 to 
2016, transmission and distribution spending has grown 5% per year. 13  While the cost of 
MISO-traded power plunged nearly in half from 5.6 cents per kWh in 2005 to 2.9 cents 
per kWh in 2015, in order to meet expansion costs, Wisconsin ratepayers watched rates 
climb faster than inflation.14  Fixed facility Fees leap 9.2% from 2012-2016 crushing efforts 
of conservation minded ratepayers15. Alliant in Iowa is required to itemize these regional 
transmission service and tags it at 19% of residential electric bills16.  

! All  of the commissioners chose believe the utilities’ data instead of contradictory findings 
laboriously produced by their own PSC staff, persons17  bound by agency mission to 
equally regard utility and ratepayer interests18. After assessing utility estimates and 
assumptions three, separate times, PSC staff engineers concluded, the opposite of the 
Commissioners’ claim, the economic data does not forecast CHC to meet minimal state 
law and regional utility (1:1)  requirements. They found that the potential, estimated energy 
cost savings from CHC for Wisconsin electric customers do not exceed construction and 
operation costs in 8 of the 11future scenarios they evaluated19.   Did the Commissioners 
know that facts on record show that CHC is most likely to not pay for itself as required by 
MISO policy and Wisconsin statute?

! Regionally, PSC staff found that projected energy cost savings for regional customers 
were considerably less than cost in 2 of 3 future scenarios20. Staff added that regional 
utilities that the one AAT scenario that does not forecast utility bill increases was 
described21 as least likely by the transmission builders.   



! WI Commissioners did risk mentioning dollar amounts. In cross examination concerning 
CHC payment schedules, it was determined that costs collected from ratepayers for CHC 
over 30 years would total around $2.2 billion, regionally with $330 million due fron 
Wisconsin.22 

! By stating in the present tense that,“economic benefits outweigh the costs,” Commissioner 
Huebsch signals disinterest in actual economic performance despite a request filed in the 
case by 7 Wisconsin legislators asking the Commissioners to test the economic 
performance records from prior WI expansion lines during the CHC proceeding23.  

! Commissioners also failed to mention that CHC costs are a drop in bucket. MISO planning 
assumes  $200-$272 billion in new power plants about half of which is fossil fuel 
generation.24 At MISO’s 15% allocation rate to Wisconsin rate, ratepayer burden of these 
costs would be more than $30 billion to be paid over coming decades .

! While Commissioners uttered nothing that could harm their decision in court, the public 
deserves to know that all five technical experts representing public intervenors concluded 
that economic benefits from Non-Transmission Alternatives (NTAs) would be far more 
cost-effective than CHC. SOUL Engineer Bill Powers presented two, lower cost, optimized 
NTA packages based on adding solar to thousands of home, with and without battery 
storage using Focus on Energy rebates and municipality based distributed solar + storage 
systems like those developed in Minster, OH.  He estimated these investments would 
return $1.5 and $4.6 billion, benefit to cost ratios greater than 20:1. 

PSCW COMMISSIONERS SKIRT RELIABILITY

While randomly inserting the word, “reliability” from time to time, PSCW Commissioners never 
addressed this key factor even though it is the most common reason transmission improvements are 
made. Wisconsin has ranked in the top tier states for reliability since 201425    Given the extra 
attention that reliability received during the technical proceedings, particularly by PSC staff, its 
omission in Commissioner discussion is stunning any measure.

      During the technical proceedings PSC engineering and economic staff arduously reviewed 
the transmission builders’ economic and reliability assumptions/software modeling. This led to 
resounding discoveries about transmission system and energy planning consequences for 
Wisconsin. They determined that over the next 20 years, about 20-22%26 of the transmission lines in 
Wisconsin (starting with those built in the 50s and 60s) will be rebuilt and/or have their lifespans 
extended with Non-Transmission Alternatives (NTAs).  Crucially, when rebuilding these older lines, 
the amount of power each can transport doubles. This awareness caused staff to thoroughly assess 
the potential reliability and economic improvements of just rebuilding older lines in Southwest 
Wisconsin without adding CHC.

PSC Staff findings were so revelatory they led engineering staff to propose a low voltage 
alternative to CHC requiring less than $900,000 to rebuild three, low voltage transmission lines with 
projected reliability improvements comparable to those of the $330 million CHC line with benefit to 
cost ratios of 1.2 and 20:127 Intervenors reviewed and widely supported these findings noting that the 
staff’s Base With Asset Renewal Alternative (BWARA) would out perform CHC under any examined 
future scenario if the unspent millions were invested in Non-Transmission Alternatives.  

No public serving discussion of the CHC application before the Commission could suppress 
discussion of this Alternative . Compared to CHC, the BWARA Alternative costs 1/360th as much. 



Powers’ most expensive Non-Transmission Alternative, at half the cost of CHC, is estimated to 
deliver $3.8 billion in energy related savings, opposed to bill increases from CHC.

 Recognizing the prudence of making the BWARA upgrades, now, and conservatively holding 
off on the  CHC expansion for a while, PSC staff conducted analysis at request of intervenors and 
found that delaying CHC a few years actually improved  the project’s energy cost savings potential.

PSC COMMISSIONERS BAIL ON THE ENVIRONMENT

As Wisconsin law and MISO criteria establish no measurable, environmental targets that 
expansion lines must meet, transmission builder literature uses incomplete phrasing to prompt 
readers to fill in the gaps with their own lofty goals or to assume accountability is buried deep in the 
paperwork.  Having appeared at a press conference announcing a 100% renewable energy target 
date for Wisconsin days prior28, Commissioner Valcq’s presentation was bounding with such phrases 
the day she shared her reasoning with the public.

Whether through MISO or FERC29, utility interests30 make the rules determining how fossil fuel 
or renewable generation is utilized within the Midwest electricity market and corresponding 
transmission system.  These utility interests are not frictionless group. They have frequent disputes 
before FERC and in the courts over market policies, turf and spending emphasis.  

Because market policies directly affect use and retirement of utilities’ power plants, it is the 
for-profit parties that haggle policy out while state officials mostly watch from the sideline.  PSC 
commissioners are then relegated to make decisions within the bounds of these, resistant-to-change 
market rules. 

When any use of the entire transmission system is involved, any environmental goal set by 
government must be carefully designed to work within hard fought market policies or become wishful 
cheerleading. For all of its shortfalls in incorporating customer or “end user” priorities, MTEP energy 
planning, like that transmission builders used to promote CHC,  shows Commissioners what is and 
is not possible within this tough setting.

Thus, when Commissioner Valcq equated CHC as a cornerstone of a zero carbon future, the 
validity of this equation is not measured by her will, that of other state officials but by the precise 
economically driven, environmental accommodations that the MISO energy planning used to 
promote CHC could actually support over the planning period of 40 years (2023-2063).  

 Because MTEP energy planning is ill very equipped to anything like a zero carbon future and 
because states are a minor players in shaping MISO MTEP energy planning, the worst political 
move Wisconsin and PSC commissioners can make is to praise a utility product like CHC, as-is, 
instead of negotiating for better environmental performance.  

In political reality, it is only when our Commissioners consider MISO products like CHC do 
Commissioners assume  powers to influence and negotiate for MISO market policies to realize 
improved environmental outcomes.  

All goals considered, when Wisconsin Commissioners choose CHC and to not side with 
customer interests and quantifiable environmental accountability,  they arrested the development of 
environmentally friendly state and regional energy planning at the same time.   Following is a look at 
the Commissioners’ reasoning and afterwords a look at how far expansion planning can and cannot 
towards 100% renewable energy in 2050.  



Former state lawmaker, now PSC Commissioner Huebsch reckoned a day that, “wind 
[power] in Iowa charges batteries in Appleton,” because CHC,“would support greater use of 
renewable energy. “ Commissioner Nowak described a balanced,“need for the [renewable?] 
energy,” adding that CHC, “would help reduce CO2 emissions.” Nowak rattled off  annual CO2 
emission numbers which no intervenors recognized especially as the only number transmission 
builders provided are totals over 40 years. 

Commissioner Rebecca Valcq made a longer statement:

[Cardinal Hickory Creek would be the cornerstone of an “all of the above,” approach.] 
“This all of the above approach is not only for the type of energy produced, but for 
where the energy comes from.  We need clean energy resources built right here in 
Wisconsin but we also need access to those resources in other states. The only way to 
access sources of clean power outside of Wisconsin is with transmission. For me, the 
risks of not building this line and being wrong, are just too great. I’m voting for the 
project to ensure energy reliability in our the region and access to lower cost clean 
energy can be achieved.” 

How would these goals play out within the MISO MTEP energy planning they endorse by 
approval of CHC?

COMMISSIONER’SVALCQ’S DEAL FOR YOU

A good way to see how far utility expansion energy planning can take Wisconsin is to apply 
Commissioner Valcq’s statement that CHC represents a “cornerstone” to reaching 100% renewable 
energy in the year 205031.    We can use facts from the case, known regional wind power 
performance data and records of prior consumer spending. 

 MISO’s independent monitor, Potomac Economics32,  determined that 5.2% of the power 
consumed in the Midwest market in 2011 was wind power33.  Since 2005, utility commissions in the 
Midwest have obligated electric customers spend about $4 billion per year on expansion 
transmission lines34 and remote wind generation. At this sizable rate of spending over 13 years, wind 
power had only reached 8% by 2018. 35   To attain these consumption percentages, MISO wind 
power increased from 10,000 MW in 2012 to 19,080 MW in June, 2019 or a MW growth rate of 9.6% 
per year.  Conveniently, if one applies this same growth rate to growth in wind turbines from 2020-
2050, this would realize 368,650 MW of wind power, or 100% of 2050 regional electricity use if  our 
energy use stayed the same.  36 

To make the cost conservative, lets make the expansion spending rate from 2030 to 2050 
more efficient than it was 2005 to 2018 by including the replacement turbines at 20 years and utility-
scale storage.

At this very conservative spending rate, the cost of applying CHC/MISO planning37 as Valcq’s 
cornerstone to 100% renewable energy in 2050 would run about $980 billion, in 2019 dollars38.  With 
42 million ratepayers paying for this, each (classless) electric customer’s share would be $23,000 or 
an addition of $65 per month on averaged electric bills over the 30 year period. 

As for siting the approximate 140,000 new wind generators, there are only so many prime 
wind development areas left; larger spacing between turbines becomes a factor.  Assuming state of 
the art wind turbine efficiency, the required 368,650 megawatts of added turbines would occupy 
about 110,000 square miles of land, an area twice the size of Wisconsin.39 



A very small percentage of consumers might gulp and justify $65 extra per month for the next 
30 years,  but the problem is the expansion plan is fundamentally non-competitive, the market would 
not even allow Valcq’s CHC cornerstone vision to happen. 

ALTERNATIVES THAT MISO MUST IGNORE 

Already, for economic and environmental reasons, we see “distributed” generation on homes, 
farms, businesses and local community solar installation steadily growing.  

  The obvious competition is a Wisconsin household with average use taking $13,600 from the 
$23,000 due from the Commissioner’s plan to spend it, instead, on 6 kW, grid-tied solar array with 
profound economic and instantaneous environmental advantages. The array would generate 
savings by avoiding use of the CO2 problem, grid power, and make that household carbon neutral 
today, not in 2050.   Because electricity cost increases at least 2.5% per year, after the $38 monthly 
cost of the solar array, the household would realize net monthly savings of $120 per month.  If the 
solar household responds, as many do, with enlightened conservation and efficiency, it will have 
enough unused solar power in few years to charge an electric vehicle and make it carbon neutral as 
well.  

But remember, MISO CHC planning assumes energy use will increase! Over 30 years, at the 
utility interests’ assumed energy growth rate of .5% per year, the utility bill non-solar home electric 
bills will average $200 a month, $320 per month  more than the solar home. If this difference is 
applied to 10% of Wisconsin households going solar using better focus on energy incentives, it 
would put $29 billion into Wisconsin local economies over 30 years without creating a single dollar of  
utility debt.

In embracing  CHC, Valcq and her fellow commissioners are prolonging utility dependence, 
the opposite of the, “all of the above approach” under which customers increasingly participate in 
energy efficiency, load management and distributed generation.

WHO WILL PAY THE DEBT?

Wisconsin, Following other states, will eventually abandon the utility expansion path for sheer 
economic reasons. The right-sizing path from combining transmission/distribution line rebuilds with 
Non Transmission Alternatives (energy efficiency, modern load management, and community and 
home/business solar+storage) will soon be lowering need for new power plants and transmission. 
Striking these additions will make paying off 55-65% debt load 40  in electric bills a thing of the past 
but we’ll still have debt to pay off from prior PSC capital approvals.

To be clear, the main reason the solar savings in the estimate above are there is because the 
solar households are credited (net metered) full retail rate for the grid power they do not use. Some 
WI utilities inappropriately refer to efficient, solar homes as “free-loading” because they pay down 
utility debt at a slower pace41. 

This issue is not the fault of solar customers who actually pay for the grid (not taxpayers or 
utility stockholders). The blame rests squarely on utility fears and Wisconsin lawmakers who are 
making us use last century rate structures that prevent utilities from being rewarded for promoting 
distributed solutions. States with modern rate strictures are racing ahead in CO2 emission reduction, 
have vibrant, distributed/local energy economies and their state utilities are making just as much 



money from the modern rate structures and they did under old ones. For comparison, 
Massachusetts has the same number of customers and solar potential as Wisconsin. By 2017, 
under a modern rate structure, Massachusetts had developed 1500 MW of distributed solar and WI 
had realized only 15 MW.   

 Just as important, modern rates structures discourage social and economic injustice that the 
CHC+2050 100% wind power decision promotes. Wisconsin families who are unable to make 
efficiencies and “go solar” get slapped with a greater share of the Commissions compelled debt. 
Under modern rate structures, advantages and burdens are reallocated and utilities are rewarded to 
not add to future debt.  This is the path out of our nightmare an into to environmentally effective 
spending.

TO REDUCE OR TO NOT REDUCE CO2

We saw that CHC as cornerstone of energy planning cannot get us, affordably or desirably, 
to “zero carbon” by 2050, but how far would CHC get us according to our transmission builders 
estimated CO2 reductions? 
 

The data text and table obtained from the transmission builder from discovery, below42,  is 
shown in entirety. It contains more optimistic figures for CHC than those submitted by witness Anne 
Smith for the applicants as explained in SOUL’s Reply Brief43. 
 

 Note that transmission builders do not state that emission reductions are attributed to CHC, 
but rather changes in Wisconsin power plants with CHC in operation.  Also note that the reductions 
are stated as gross change, that is, not factoring in increases in electricity use that transmission 
builders assume in their economic planning, “Futures.”  

The table, below, factors in the electricity growth over 40 years and compares net changes in 
Wisconsin CO2 emissions under CHC’s three futures, Powers Engineering Non-Transmission 
Alternative #2 and existing and accelerated WI Focus on Energy programs.44 



Wisconsin ratepayers and environmentalists can now understand why transmission builder 
materials never write in simple words that CHC would lower Wisconsin’s net CO2 emissions over 
time.   

In contrast, note that the single, optimized NTA for Wisconsin developed by Powers 
Engineering at half the cost to Wisconsin ratepayers and no expense, regionally, would reduce CO2 
the equivalent of nearly one year. Tens of these projects are feasible in Wisconsin either alone, or in 
tandem with aging substations prolonging their economic life spans. Because NTA’s are based on 
Focus on Energy incentives with known CO2 reductions and provide billions in avoided energy 
costs, it is evident why states are states are electing this path over utility expansion in energy 
planning. In recent Institute for Local Self-Reliance grading of state policies helping or hindering 
distributed renewable energy development, two of Wisconsin’s neighbors scored high while 
Wisconsin got a “F.” 45 
 

The very significant CO2 reductions from Focus on Energy emphasis are fully consistent with 
a report46 issued by the US Department of Energy observing that from 2005 to 2017, Non-
Transmission Alternatives47  have been responsible for 50% of the total US CO2 emission 
reductions. Note that accelerating Wisconsin’s Focus on Energy to a rate suggested by the 
American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy would reduce the equivalent of 19 years of 
Wisconsin CO2 compared to CHC-PR.  

The Department also found that after billions and billions spent, only 24% of the CO2 
reductions came from development utility-scale renewables. Given the natural gas emphasis in 
CHC/MISO “planning” it comes as no surprise to see that CO2 reductions from converting coal 
power plants to natural gas plants outpaces  CO2 reductions from renewables at 26%.  The Union of 
Concerned Scientists strongly advocates against building fossil fuel burning natural gas plants in the 
name of CO2 reduction due to a long list of environmental concerns.48  Like all utility scale plants, 
they politically and economically very difficult to shut down because the mortgages ratepayers 
assume for them last as long as 75 years.  

SUMMARY

CHC would add to electric bills.  Based on PSC staff findings, building CHC would break state 
law49 and MISO’s, 1:1 benefit to cost ratio requirement for economic-based transmission lines to 



deliver enough energy cost savings to offset costs.  PSC engineering staff showed, using the utilities' 
2017 modeling updated 2019 knowns, that CHC is projected by utility planning to deliver in sufficient 
energy cost savings in 8 of 11 future scenarios for Wisconsin electric customers. The same was 
found for approximately 39 million cost-burdened regional customers in 2 of 3 future scenarios. 

CHC would slap WI ratepayers with  $229 million in reliability overcharges.  The staff of the 
Public Service Commission of Wisconsin determined that making overdue rebuilds of three 
transmission line facilities built in the 1950s at cost of $900,000 resolves all, identified, potential 
reliability issues. The advantages of upgrading the transmission lines crossing the Mississippi River 
from Iowa have been known since 1998. They appeared as low voltage alternatives to Wisconsin’s 
second expansion line In 2007 .50 Did transmission building companies delay this logical 
improvement to bolster feeble need for CHC?  40 year payment schedules for CHC total $2.2 billion, 
not the advertised, $67 million. With regional cost burdening, Wisconsin ratepayer would assume 
about $330 million with ratepayers in 11 other states paying $1.78 billion.

CHC would be an accelerator of CO2 emissions for 40 years.  The cornerstone assumption of all 
transmission expansion planning and is increased energy use.  This unnecessary waste counteracts 
zero carbon targeting.  With the power plants they foresee and CHC in operation from 2023-2063, 
transmission builders CO2 projections are carbon reductive they are carbon additive. Due to 
increasing electricity use, even the misnamed, "Advanced Alternative Technology (AAT)”  is 
predicted to add 280 million tons of CO2 based on Wisconsin, 2017 CO2 levels.  That increase 
means is 6.5 years of added, unnecessary CO2 emissions compared to today.  
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